Background
The mammalian brain scales with a slope exponent, α, of less than 1, but different researchers studying different taxa of mammals have empirically derived different values for it. The proliferation of reported values [1] indicates that there is not a single slope for mammals that can be generally used for comparing brain size. Intraspecific slopes of species with large body mass ranges including natural ones with large geographical extents and domestic breeds with dwarf and giant size varieties tend to be flatter than those of interspecific taxa.
The primary aim of this report is to explain the biological basis of the parallel lines and to explain why species with large body mass ranges have flatter slopes.
Indexes of encephalization
Jerison [2, Figure 10 .5 page 213 and Table 11 .1 pages 236 -7] found that the bottom line of the complex polygon that encompasses the extinct and extant species of mammals on a log/log plot is formed by the parallel line produced by his amblypod data. He found that this line has a slope of about ⅔ (Table 1) . He also used this value for α to define his version of the encephalization quotient (EQ) [2, see Equation 2.1, page 49].
Any particular version of the mammalian EQ is now usually derived by curve fitting a line through the log/log data points of a very large set of extant species using the equation E = βP α (1) where P and E represent body and brain mass, respectively. The constants α and β are the slope and the logarithm of the intercept of the curve fitted line. The value of α and β, and thus the resulting values of EQ, obtained using this method depends on the particular set of species used to produce the curve fit. The use of computers since the early 1980s with large data sets has tended to produce values between 0.072-0.75 [1 Kruska, 3 Stephan et al 1989, 4 Hofman 1982] . This methodology has been criticized because finding a new mammalian species can conceivable change the EQ values of species [3 Stephan et al] and because the set of extant species are just the serendipitous collection of surviving mammalian species [1 Kruska] .
Thus, it would be better to define an index of encephalization using a value of α calculated from one or more observed lines as Jerison did [2] . An alternative index has been defined by calculating the slope of a set of the parallel lines, which converge on 0.63 [3 Stephan et al] .
Classical 'extra' neuron theory Jerison [2] developed his theory on brain size based on the concept of 'basal' and 'extra' neurons.
Increases in encephalization occur due to the increase in the number of neurons in the cerebral cortex [2 Jerison, 4 Hofman] . 'Extra' neuron theory proposes that there are two components of these neurons; the 'basal' [4 Hofman, 5 Hofman] and the 'extra' [2 Jerison, 5 Hofman] . Equations have been derived to calculate the approximate number in both of these components [2 Jerison, 4 Hofman] . Putting single quotes around the words for these two quantitative traits makes the meaning clear as both Jerison [2] and Hofman [4, 5] did..
According to Jerison's [2] classical version of the theory, the amblypods had only a 'basal' component, which was a function of their body mass alone. Over the course of evolution, species have acquired additional sets of 'extra' neurons during encephalization events.
Quantum 'extra' neuron theory
Hofman was the first to show that encephalization in mammals is an exponential growth process [6 Hofman 1982, 7 Kaskan and Finlay (see Figure 1. 3)]. He [6 Hofman 1982] numerically derived an alternative index of encephalization using an extensive database of extant species based on the variable c in the equations:
0.11n (2) He obtained his value for α of 0.732 that is shown in equations 2 using the now standard EQ method described above.
He described the variable n as a coefficient of encephalization. He hypothesized that it is limited to integer (quantum) values that describe punctuated encephalization events. He rounded off his calculated decimal n values to the nearest integer, which will be referred to here as n counts.
Thus, the n count represents the net number of sets of 'extra' neurons acquired by a species over the course of evolution. Species with only a 'basal' set have, by definition, an n count of 0. Since his database included only extant species, he assigned the n count of 0 to the least encephalized extant species, the opossum, Didelphis Marsupialis ) [ 
which emphasizes the fact that c is a function of n.
It can be seen by comparing equation 5 with equation 1 that all of the species that are homogenous for the same n count will fall on the same line with slope constant α.Thus, α, γ, and δ become three constants that can be calibrated using data describing a set of parallel lines with slope constant α. Equation 4 is an exponential growth equation, and δ is its exponential growth constant.
Therefore, according to quantum 'extra' neuron theory, species with the same number of sets of 'extra' neurons will be equally encephalized and fall on the line. This implies that any species with a relatively large body mass range and flatter slopes [1] will be heterogeneous for the n count. The flatter slopes imply that the larger members at one end of a natural species range with a large geographical extent will have a smaller n count than the smaller ones at the other end. The dwarf size varieties of domestic species such as inbred mice strains should have a higher n count than the giant ones.
The decimal n values of Jerison's [2] amblypod fossils are all negative using Hofman's values of the three constants (Table 1 on next page), Thus, the constants will have to be recalibrated to reflect the fact that the amblypods were less encephalized than the opossum.
Although Hofman [6] treated n as if it were quantized by rounding off its values to the nearest integer, he stated that the matter needed further investigation. He found every integer value from 0 to 30 in his database except for 27, 28, and 29. He predicted that these missing values would be found in Pleistocene Homo and subsequently tried to find them using the data that was available in the early 1980s [8 Hofman] Hofman [6] included nineteen diverse species in some of his tables and figures. Table 2 below reproduces how he rounded the n value to produce the n count. Hofman plotted this data in a manner similar to Figure 1 belowto demonstrate that encephalization is an exponential growth process.
If n is biologically limited to consecutive integer values, i. e., if it is a biological determined quantum variable, then brain mass increases by a fixed percentage, which is determined by the value of δ, during each punctuated event that occurs at a fixed body mass. For Hofman's [6] value of δ of 0.11, this percentage is e 0.11 -1 or about 11.6 percent.
Hofman did not explain how he came up with the value of 0.11 for δ, and it is not readily apparent how he did so. This matter needs further investigation and will not be treated here.
Corticogenesis
The neurons of the cerebral cortex are generated in the two cellular division phases of corticogenesis [11 Rakic and Kornack, 12 Caviness et al]. The interpretation of the observed process implies that changes in brain size are punctuated processes capable of producing two types of speciation events describable by two quantum variables. It implies the existence of two counting mechanisms on one or two genes. Such a theoretical gene will be referred to here as a macrogene.
A macrogene is defined here as a gene on which successive mutations incrementing a repeat count cause successive punctuated evolutionary events in species that are homogeneous for it. [6] encephalization index c in equation 2 is calculated here using his body and brain mass data for these nineteen species. The expected value is calculated using the n count generated using Hofman's values of the three constants rather than the calculated decimal value. This is the way he did it. It is why the two numbers are not equal. It is also why the correlation shown on Figure 1 is not perfect. The data on Hofman's [6] nineteen species in Table 2 have been plotted in a manner similar to the way he did to show that encephalization is an exponential growth process. The integer n counts have been plotted rather than the decimal n values in the same way that he did (Table 2 ). This is why the correlation is not perfect.
Cortogenesis takes place in the embryonic zone where the undifferentiated cells that become the neurons and other cell types of the cerebral cortex are produced. The two hypothesized quantum variables during the first and the second phase will be referred to here as the f and the s count, respectively. The s count of the CD-1 outbred mice strain is 11 [13 Takahashi et al] . The authors of the paper that first reports this finding indicate in its abstract that the s count of the mouse is 11. However, the methods section indicates that the CD-1 strain was the only one tested.
Brain size variation in inbred mice strains
Williams [14] hypothesized that only one or two major genes may be responsible for the relatively large difference in the average brain mass between three different pairs of closely related inbred mice strains, although he did not provide evidence to back up his prediction. Storm [15] presented statistical evidence for one or more major genes affecting brain mass in six other pairs of inbred mice strains.
Neither Williams nor Strom investigated whether the hypothesized major genes determines body mass, encephalization, or a combination of both. They did not pursue the body-mass-or-encephalization question because CD-1 mice in particular [16 Lang and White] and many rodents become obese under normal laboratory feeding practices. However, in the wild they rarely, if ever, become obese. This means that the apparent encephalization values of laboratory mice strains can vary over their adult lives.
A tenth pair consisting of the small SM/J and large LG/J inbred strains has also been studied here. These two strains are often paired together in studies because they are a very light and a very heavy strain, respectively [17 The Jackson Laboratory 000687, 18
The Jackson Laboratory000687]. They were added to ensure that the set of strains studied collectively have a large body mass distribution such as the species with large body mass ranges and flatter encephalization slopes [1 Kruska] .
While Storm [15] did not investigate the question that concerns us here, she did publish body and brain mass estimates for the strains in seven of the nine pairs that she and Williams studied as well as the SM/J and LG/J strains and many others. However, due to the obesity problem and the nature of the data she had to work with, her estimates for each strain were corrected for a different day of age, which varied greatly. She rounded off her body mass estimates to the nearest gram.
The hypothesized genetic counting mechanism
The combined number of repeated sequences (asp count) on the orthologs of the asp (abnormal spindle) gene of Drosophila melanogaster of the fruit fly, mouse, and human that code repeated calmodulin-binding IQ domains on their proteins are 24. 61, and 74, respectively. The asp count is believed to be a determinate of cerebral cortex size in mammals by regulation of the activity of neural progenitor cells [19 Bond et al] .
Thus, it is hypothesized here that repeated sequences that code such IQ domains on two genes determines the f and the s counts, and that the asp count may determine one or the other of the two.
Summary of Results
The s count is probably equal to the n count plus a positive integer. The mean body mass range of the eleven strains studies is 15-34 grams. The slope of the eleven strains is 0.15. The calculated n counts are different for three of Strom's four pairs of inbred mice strains for which encephalization data is available [Strom] . The n counts of 8-11 have been found in the strains studied by Williams [14] and Strom [15] . In addition, the heavier LG/J and lighter SM/J strains have the n counts of 7 and 12, respectively. The differences between the n counts of humans and the mice strains are around 25.
Results and Discussion
Recalibrating α and λ: For n equal to 0, equation 4 reduces to:
Equation 6 has the same form as equation 1 with λ replacing β. This allows Jerison's amblypod data in Table 2 to be used to recalibrate α and λ while retaining Hofman's value for δ.
The s count is probably equal to the n count plus a positive integer If Hofman's quantum hypothesis [6] is true and, if encephalization events produce successive increase in brain size of about 11.6 percent (see above) as the data in Table 1 suggests, then the n count probably correlates with the s count, since increments in the f count should produce increases much closer to a doubling.
The n count cannot be exactly equal to the s count, since the n count of the amblypods [2 Jerison] is equal to 0 by definition [6 Hofman] while their s count must be equal to at least 1 because actual neuron production does not begin until the first division cycle of the second phase [11 Rakic and Kornack] . Thus, if they are correlated, then the n count is equal to the s count plus a positive integer. Thus, the minimum possible value of the amblypods s count was 1.
The ten pairs of mice strains
The three pairs of closely related mice strains whose difference in brain size was hypothesized by Williams to be determined by only one or two genes [14] have been named Pairs 1, 2, and, 3 in Table 3 Table 3 corresponding to the letters on her graphs. She calculated the minimum number of genes that could be responsible for the distributions (see her table 2.13). They range from 1 to 6. The eleven strains in Table  3 have been sorted by body mass in Table 4 . Table 3 The n counts of the pairs of mouse strains. [19] .
P Strain
The n counts of the mice strains: The results based on her data are consistent with the premise that differences in their hypothesized s counts are responsible for three of her four cases where she provides data. Her data on the fourth case is consistent with the premise that a major gene for body mass is responsible. Her data indicates that all of the n counts from 7-12 exist in the mouse.
While her body mass estimates are suspect for encephalization calculations because of the obesity tendency in laboratory fed mice [16 Lang] , her results are consistent with the fact that the LG/J and SM/J strains have very different body masses [17, 18] . The resulting n counts of 7 and 12, respectively for these two strains is consistent with the predicted n count range of 6-11 found in the other nine (Table 4 
below).
The data is presented on Figure 2 along with the parallel lines predicted by the recalibrated values of α and λ in equation 4 based on the amblypod data in Table 2 along with Hofman's [6] value for δ. The 95 percent confidence interval of the slope of 0.24 of the strains on Figure 2 shows that it is flatter than the ⅔ value (Table 2) used to produce the parallel lines. It supports the above premise that the flatter slopes found on species with wide body mass ranges are heterogeneous for the s count.
The flatter slope and wide body mass range is consistent with Kruska's [1] observation that species with wide body mass distributions have flatter slopes. [19] .
Genetic variability in CD-1 mice: While the genetic diversity of the outbred CD-1 strain has been shown to be sufficient for genetic studies, warnings against the use of commercially available outbred mice in genetic research have appeared in the literature due to the presumption that genetic variation within outbred mice cannot be easily maintained and may be highly variable across breeders and over time [20] . The Strom's data in Table 4 is plotted along with the parallel lines predicted by the recalibrated values of α and λ in equation 4 based on the amblypod data in Table 2 along with Hofman's [6] value for δ. The 95 percent confidence interval of the slope of 0.24 of the strains is flatter than the ⅔ value (Table 2) used to produce the parallel lines. It supports the premise that the flatter slopes found on species with wide body mass ranges are heterogeneous for the n count. Thus, they have different s count based on the simplifying hypothesis.
Body Mass (grams)
The fact that these are inbred strains implies that they should be homogeneous for the s count. The fact that CD-1 mice have been shown to be homogeneous for the s count in a strain that is supposed to be a model for a genetically diverse natural population implies that species with relatively small body mass ranges and steeper observed slopes are probably also homogenous for it. The premise that species with flatter slopes and large body mass ranges can be tested by determining their s counts of some of the strains in Table 4 and by determining the n counts of the tested strains using an experimental design that avoids the obesity problem. .
The asp count probably does not correlate with the s count. The difference in the human and the various strain n counts are probably around 25, since the human n count is 35 according to the data is Table 1 , and the various mouse n counts in Table 4 are around 10. Thus, the asp count probably does not correlate with the s count because the difference in the that of the human and mouse asp counts is 13 (= 74 -61) (see above) [19 Bond] , while the difference in their n counts is about 25, if n and s correlate and s is equal to n plus the lowest possible positive integer between them (see above).
Conclusion
Evidence has been presented that the number of division cycles during the second phase of corticogenesis correlates with the predicted net number sets of 'extra' neurons acquired by species since the evolution of the mammals. This hypothesis can be further tested by investigating the s counts of some of the strains listed in Table 4 along with determining the n counts of the inbred strains as well as the CD-1 outbred strain using an experimental design that avoids the obesity problem.
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